DARK WEB
INTELLIGENCE
Our dark web monitoring platform is an efficient and
effective risk-based solution that delivers actionable
intelligence against hazardous dark web threats.

REVOLUTIONARY THINKING,
EVOLUTIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

riotsolutions.com.au

IN TODAY’S CONNECTED
WORLD, EVERY BUSINESS
IS AWARE OF POTENTIAL
CYBER-CRIMINALS, BUT NOT
EVERY COMPANY IS EQUIPPED
TO DEAL WITH THE RISK.
The dark web is a labyrinth of threats hidden
from the typical internet user, only accessible
via specific software. As users can remain
completely anonymous inside the dark web,
the danger and frequency of cyber-criminal
activity are high.
Businesses need the tools to obtain intelligence quickly and
proactively to protect against dark web threats. However,
manually searching the dark web for stolen information is often
inefficient, time-consuming, and exposes a business to even
greater risk.

KEY BENEFITS OF
DARK WEB INTELLIGENCE
Track potential threats by leveraging
over 40 top-tier intelligence feeds.
Identify exposed credentials in
real-time to avoid significant harm
to your business.
Detecting data leaks.

At RIOT, we provide a safe and structured dark web monitoring
platform that is risk-based, efficient and effective for your
organisation. Our dark web platform delivers context-specific,
actionable intelligence from the widest breadth of available
sources, identifying threats early and managing them correctly.

DARK WEB INTELLIGENCE

HOW WE HELP YOU
ACTIVE
RECONNAISSANCE

DETECT EXPOSED
CREDENTIALS

MAP YOUR
ATTACK SURFACE

Leveraging our Dark Web
Intelligence scanning platform,
we maintain access to over
40 top-tier intelligence feeds
to continuously collect,
analyse and cache data from
elusive and volatile dark web
sources. This enables RIOT to
closely monitor and identify
all potential threats to your
business.

Our intelligence platform
performs regular cyclical
scanning to detect if your users’
credentials are compromised.
Thus, ensuring your business
can take immediate action
when needed to prevent
a breach.

Our platform eliminates
assumptions to reveal the true
extent of your attack surface,
including assets that may
have been lost or forgotten,
misconfigured devices, exposed
cloud buckets and potentially
compromised infrastructure.
This ensures your business has
complete visibility across every
touchpoint.

REVOLUTIONARY
THINKING,
EVOLUTIONARY
INTELLIGENCE.
We are a multi-disciplinary team of
innovative thinkers who use a nononsense approach to always find the
right network security solution for your
business, which means playing chess, not
checkers to achieve the right outcomes.

DARK WEB INTELLIGENCE

TECHNOLOGY AND PEOPLE
Our strong customer relationships stem from a
commitment to always advise on fit for purpose
technology, and doing right by our customers.

ACCURATE AND PROACTIVE
We deliver real-time alerts and reports to help you
achieve proactive transformation and monitoring
to mitigate issues in alignment with attack surface
management to maintain business-as-usual across
your digital environment.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Through our strong business and vendor
partnerships, we have the breadth of knowledge
and expertise to help you deal with any scenario as
soon as it happens. We provide you with the expertise
and flexibility to get the results you need through a
strategic approach.

MITIGATE RISK WITH INTELLIGENTLY SECURE SERVICES
To learn more about our Dark Web Intelligence services
or discuss your technology and business needs,
reach out to the RIOT team today.

CONTACT US

1300 744 028
sales@riotsolutions.com.au
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